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1. Background. Mathieu's equation

(1.00) y" +(a-2q cos 2x)y = 0

admits of solutions of period t and 27r for characteristic values a(q). If q is

positive and large there is the well-known expansion [l ] in terms of reciprocal

powers of q112, which gives good results for small angles x. For angles close

to 90° Sips [5 ] obtained a remarkably good expansion in terms of parabolic

cylinder functions for the even solutions ceH(x, q), namely

00

(1.01) cen(x, q) = Cn  Z g2kDn+2k(a)
A«—oo

where

(1.02) a = 2a1'4 cos»,

dm
(1.03) Dm(a)   =   (-l)™ea/4)as  - e(-l/2)a2,

dam

and the g2k involve reciprocal powers of q112. He also gave the asymptotic

form of the normalization factor C„ which is appropriate for Ince'sO) normal-

ization [2] namely

(1.04) I    [ce„(x, q)]2dx =  I    [sen(x, q)]2dx = — tr.
«/ 0 Jo 2

Sips argued that the odd periodic function sen+i(x, q) has precisely the same

expansion as cen(x, q) even though se„+i(x, q) vanishes at x = 0, because

\ce2n(0, q)/ce2n(w/2, q)\ and | ce2n+i(0, q)/ce2n+i(ir/2, q)\ are exponentially

small as q approaches infinity. Moreover, both cen(x, q) and sen+i(x, q) have

similar behavior at x = ir/2.

Meixner and Schafke [3] proved that a solution of the form

(1.05) sen(x, q) = sin *Z g2kDn+2k(a)

is an asymptotic expansion for sen(x, q) ; their development is limited to the

leading term only (i.e. Oq~112). In the same chapter, the authors later give

the equation

Received by the editors February 23, 1960.

(l) Sips actually used Goldstein's normalization for ce0(x, q) which differs from (1.04) by a

factor of 2"J.
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(1.06) je„+i(x, q) ^ sin xce„(x, q).

listing the results of Sips for cen(x, q) to terms in 1/q. It will be shown in §2

that (1.06) is correct in the leading term only and that the correct relations

between se„+i(x, q) and ce„(x, q), for a form of type (1.05) are

(1.07) cen(x, q) = C„[Z0,n + Zi,»],

(1.08) se„+i(x, q) = 5„[Z0,B — Zi,„] sin x

where

(1.09) Z0,„ = 23 g*kDn+ik(a),

(1.10) Zi,„  =   23g«M-2£n+4*+2(«)-

The coefficients gm involve reciprocal powers of o1/2, and their precise form

is given explicitly in §3, along with some examples. It is also shown that

(1.08) is asymptotically equivalent to (1.07), for 0<x<7r. Equation (1.06)

gives results that are considerably worse than either (1.07) or (1.08).

The most important formulas are summarized in §3, in view of some mis-

prints that appear in the scattered literature relating to them.

2. Derivation of expansion for sen+i(x, q). If (1.02) is substituted into

(1.00), one obtains

/ a2 \d2y a     dy      / 1      \
(2.00) (1-—)—--+(A-a2)y = 0

\        4qli2/da2      4o1'2 da     \ 4     /

where

(2.01) A = (o+ 2q)/4q1'2.

It is well known that for large values of q

1 di dt
A = »-I-

2       4?1/2      (4?1/2)2

where the dy depend on n. (These dy are in fact recovered from the develop-

ments that follow.) Let

(2.02) y = sinx (7(a).

The differential equation for U(a) becomes

/ a2 \ d2U        3a    dU      /       1 1     \
(2.03) (1-)--+(-+A-a2)U = 0.

\        iq1'2/ da2       Aq1'2   da       \    iq1'2 4     /

Both (2.00) and (2.03) are of the form

/ a2 \d2W       no.   dW     / 1 Tt\
(2.04) (1-)-h (A-a2-)W = 0.

\        4c1'2/ da2       4g1'2   da       \ 4 4?1/2/
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The parameters of interest are:

Case 1, giving rise to form (2.00):

(2.05) 7-1= 1;       T2 = 0.

Case 2, giving rise to (2.03):

(2.06) n = 3;       r2= 1.

Define

(2.07) F„ = Dn(a).

Thus Fo satisfies

Fo" + (n +-a2 J Fo = 0.

Next define Fi from the differential equation

(2.071)    Fi" +(n + j-ja2\Yi = diYo+ (a2Y¿' + naY¿ + r2Y0)

where a\ is to be determined. In general, if F0, Fi, • • • , Fy_i are known,

define

F/' + (w + 7"Ta2)Fy

(2 072)
= (Yodj + Fiáy_i + • • • + Fy-icfO + a2Fyli + naF/1, + r2Fy_i.

Finally, let

Fi Fy
(2.08) Wi=Yo + —~+--- +

4a1'2 (4a1'2V

It can be verified that W, satisfies

(* - «Ts) wl' - i^ wl + (A - 7 "* - is) w' - M- "

where

fact, q) = Oqi-1'2"*».

To solve for the Yk, let

2*

(2.09) Yk =   Z cn+2p,jDn+2pia)
P--—2k

and determine the coefficients cm so as to satisfy (2.072). So far, this is pre-

cisely the method of Sips, except that it is applied to the more general
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equation (2.04). Two well known properties of the functions Dn(a) will be

used:

(2.10)      D'ñ+2p(a) + (n + — - — a2) Dn+2p(a) = - 2pDn+2p(a),

a2Dm(a) + TiaDm(a) + r2Dm(a)

(¿.11)

= piDm+i(a) + po,mDm(a) + p^2,m-2Dm-2(a) + p_4,m_42>m-4(a),

m = n+2p, and

Pi = J'    p2 = (1_7Tl);

r   i i lin
= I -— („ + 2p)2 - - (n + 2p) + — - j n + r2J

= (-2 + n)l J ;        p-i,n+2p-i = 61 1.

P0,n+2j>

P-2,n+2j,-2

Where no ambiguity is likely to arise, the symbol Dk will be used hereafter

for Dk(a). We observe that p4, P-4 are independent of n and r2. For (2.05)

P2 =

(2.12)

1 (n + lp\
-,    p-i,n+2P-i--y  2  y,

r   i i in
Po,n+2p = [-y (n + 2p)2 - y (» + 2p) - — J.

For (2.06)

,n, 1 (n + 2P\
(¿.là) p2  —-—> P-2.n+2p-2   —   I I,

and po,n+2j> is the same as in (2.12). Moreover p2 and p_2 are of the same mag-

nitude but opposite in sign in (2.12) and (2.13), while the coefficientspo,P4,P-4

are the same in both equations. It is this fact that will lead, by induction, to

(1.07) and (1.08).

When (2.09) is substituted into (2.071) and use is made of (2.10)-(2.13),

one obtains, for the terms of Yx:

p=2

,„   . ..      2-1   ~  2pCn+2p,lDn+2p
(2.14)  p=_2

=   (p0,n + dl)Dn + p2Dn+2 + P-2in-2Dn-2 + PiDn+i + P_4,n-4£»-4.

The above must hold for arbitrary values of a; hence the coefficients of Dk

on the right and left sides of (2.14) must be equated to one another. Because
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the coefficient of Dn vanishes on the left-hand side of (2.14), one obtains

a*i= —po.n, and so the first coefficient in the asymptotic expansion of A has

been determined. Moreover, for (2.05), Fi = Z0,i+Zi,i; for (2.06), Fi = Z0,i

— Zi,i where

Zo,l  =   Cn+4,lT7n+4 + Cn-i,lDn-4', Zlpl   =   Cn+2,l£n+2 + Cn-i,lDn-i,

Cn+ip,i = — P2p,n+2p/2p, with the values of p2p of Case 1, cnj = 0, j 9a 0.

Assume that for j—^m— 1, Fy = Zo,y+Zi,y in case of (2.05), and Fy = Zo,y

— Zi,y in case of (2.06). Further assume that the d¡ are the same in both cases,

up to 7 = 777 — 1. To obtain the functions entering into Fm, one has the follow-

ing explicit relations:

p—im

2_,      i—2pCn+ip,mDn+ip)   =   Qo +  Ql',
p=>—2m

where

j'«=m—1 r"   P""1 p^m

(2.15) Ço =     2^    dm-j\      2-1   cn+ip,jDn+ip    +     2\u   fip,m-lDn+
j—0 L p—m J p=.—m

]=m—l r~   p=m p=m

(2.16) Ql  =     ¿-I    dm-j\      ¿-I   Cn+4p+2yT7n+43,+2      +     ¿-I   fip+2,m-lDn
y«0 L p=—m —I p=—m

+4H-2,

with

(2.17)

(2.18)

fip,m-l  —   PiCn+ip-i,m-l +  P2Cn+4j,-2,n-l  +  P-2,n+4pCn+4p4-2,m_l

T" P0,n+ipCn+ip,m— 1 "I    P— i,n-\-4pCn+4p+i,m— 1,

fip+2,m—l  =   P4Cn+4j>-2,m-l + P2Cn+4p,m-l + P0,n+4p+2C»+4p+2,m-l

+  P—2,n+4p+2t;n-|-4p-l-4,m—1 + P— i,n+ip+2Cn+4p-\-0,m— 1

with the convention that cn+2r,y = 0 if |r| >2j.

Making use of the fact that p2 and p_2 change sign for (2.06), as compared

with (2.05), and that for all j = n — 1 the cn+4p+2 are also of opposite sign in

the two cases, it follows that all the/4P,m_i are the same in cases (2.05) and

(2.06), while all the/4P+2,m-i are of opposite sign. Hence the induction to estab-

lish (1.08) can be easily completed, provided we can show that c7m is the same

for both cases. The condition determining dm is that the coefficient of Dn on

the right hand sides of (2.15) and (2.16) must vanish. Since Dn enters only

into (2.15), which is the same in the two cases, it follows that dm is also the

same. Hence Ço can be identified with Z0,m and Qi with Zi,m. The fact that

(1.08) is an asymptotic expansion for large a, with the appropriate properties

at x = tt/2, follows from the proof in [3], since (1.08) is of the same form as

(1.05). The factor Sn depends only on the normalization required.

The differential equation (2.00) of course has two linearly independent

solutions, and a = 0 is a regular point of the equation. The functions 7>n+2P
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satisfy (2.10). The latter equation also admits of a second, linearly independ-

ent solution £m which can be taken as an odd function of a when Dn is even

and as an even function of a when Dn is odd. There will be recurrence rela-

tions among the Fm similar to those among the Dn+2p, and with very minor

changes, the algorithm (2.07)—(2.08) will yield a second, linearly independent

asymptotic solution, which will be valid for sufficiently small values of a at

least. When the two linearly independent solutions are considered together,

it is clear that any function that has the same parity as £„ and satisfies

(2.00) will have an asymptotic expansion that is proportional to (1.07), and

has no part of the solutions involving the Fm. This fact can be summarized

in the following lemma:

Lemma 1. If M(a) and N(a) both satisfy (2.00) and if the asymptotic ex-

pansions of both functions are of the form (1.01), then M(a) is proportional to

N(a), up to an ûg<-i/*>«+».

Now consider the function y defined by (2.02). Clearly it satisfies (2.00),

as a function of a. Also, if 0<c<x<tt — c<7t, then

/        a2Y'2
sin x = I 1-j    ,        u = 4ç1/2.

In this range it is permissible to expand the above radical as a function of a2.

After this is done, and the resulting terms are multiplied by ¿7(a), let us use

the well known relation

a2Dm(a) = (2m + l)Dm(a) + Dm+2(a) + m(m - l)£m_2(a),

and so convert the various terms involving powers of a2k to terms of the form

Dn+2p(a). It can be easily verified by direct comparison that the resulting func-

tion agrees to terms in 1/q with the corresponding terms of (1.07). Since(2)

both (1.07) and (1.08) satisfy (2.00) to within 0(g(-l/2)(i+1)), it follows from

Lemma 1 that the two expansions are the same to that accuracy. This analy-

sis therefore provides justification for the use of (1.07) as an approximation to

5e„+i(x, q) for the range between 0 and ir. Equation (1.08), on the other hand,

holds for all real values of x. Aside from this rather minor advantage, (1.08)

is preferable to (1.07) over certain regions. This is so because in practice only

two (or at most three) terms of the developments (1.07) and (1.08) can be

computed. When the expansions are truncated after two terms, there may be

considerable difference between (1.07) and (1.08), with the latter usually

better for the smaller angles and orders greater than 2. The examples in §3

exhibit this.
The solution (1.06) differs from the correct approximations in the order

q~il2, no matter how many terms are carried in the expansion.

(2) It would have been enough to show that agreement is obtained in the constant term.

The verification to terms in i/q confirms the accuracy of corresponding terms in S„.
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3. Explicit formulas and examples. The new results are given here along

with those that have previously appeared so that Sn may be examined in

the context of the related functions of even order. Formulas (3.02)-(3.07)

contain the term in q~312 which has not heretofore appeared in the literature.

In addition, the term involving a~3/2 has been added to the normalization fac-

tors Cn and Sn, for general values of 77. This term arises, in fact, from terms

in Zo,y and Zij for j = 2. It might therefore be argued that the power q~312

should be used in the normalization factors, even though Z0,y and Zi,y stop

with terms in 1/a. However, one does not necessarily improve results that

way. The extent to which g_3/2 of the normalization factors affect the cal-

culations may be regarded as a measure of the uncertainty of the value, if

Zo,y and Zi,y are carried to 7 = 2 only.

Included in the formulas are values of ce2n(0, q)/cein(w/2, q) and similar

functions, for low orders. These are very useful for calculating the normaliza-

tion factors applicable to Goldstein's formulas [l], in regions where (1.07)

cannot be used. All the results in [7], where these ratios originate, were

checked; only Sips (34) required change in the last coefficient, and it is be-

lieved that the comparable formula (3.17) below is correct. These ratios are

given here because a few misprints, some of which originate in [6], may lead

an unwary reader astray. To anyone who has tried to derive some of the very

useful results Sips has given, the wonder is that the errors in his calculations

are so few!

The writer is indebted to Donald Clemm of the Aeronautical Research

Laboratory for help with the many calculations that were involved in the

results given here. He checked most of the formulas and provided all the

examples. Martha Elmore assisted with some of the computations required in

Goldstein's formula.

FORMULAS

(3.00) cenix, q) = Cn[Zo,n(ot) + Zi,„(a)].

(3.01) sen+i(x,q) = S„[Zo,„(a) - Zi,n(a)] sin x.

In the following the symbol T?* = 7>*(a), a = 2a1/4 cos x. For n = 0,

7>4 1   r-T?4       D»l
(3.02) Z0,o=Do-- +-   -+-

64a1/2      16al_   8 512J

1    T -99£4      3D,        Du 1

64a3/2L    256 256 ~ 2457óJ

-7>2       1  r-9Di      Al
(3.03) Zi,o =-+-  -+-

16a1'2      16a L    16 64 J

1    r-61772       25 A       577io"|

oV^L     32 256       10240 J
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r 1 108 572 H"1'2
(3.04)       Co = (x/2)"V/8 M +-+-+-+••• i

■W        *    L        8o1'2      2048.7      16384o"2 J

r 1 84 476 T
(3.05) 5o = (t/^W'8   1-■-+ • • •

L        8c1'2      2048,7      1638429'2 J

For n = 1,

D6 1   r-3£6       D,l
(3.06) Zo,i = £i-+-   -+-

64o"2       16?L    16 512j

1/2

1    r-207£i   £9        £13 "j

64g3'2 L   256        ~64~ ~ 24576J

£3 1 r-152?,      £71

1,1 "     "log1'*      16gL     16       "ëï]

64ç

(3.07)

1    r-153£3       35£7       £111

64?3/2L     32 256    ~ 2048J

r 3        159        1389 n-1'2
(3.08) d = (r/2)1'4j1'«   1 +-+-+-+••• ;

"    L        8?1'2     512?     4096o3'2 J

r 3 81 669   I"1"
(3.09) Si = (w/2)1'V»   1-

L        801'2      512q      409653'2J

For general n :

1   r - £„+4      3 /»\        "1<3-'») *--*+i}5L-i6-+7(i)H

1   r£n+8      («+2)£n+4      3 (/»\n
H-(«—1)1    J£„_4

16a 1.512 16 2 W

315 M515 /n\        1tO-J
1 r   1 »(» -1)     1

(3-u) Zi-=i^L~Tö"+2—4—H

1  r£n+6     m2 - 25« - 36
+   -     - + - £n+2

16$ L 64 64

»(» - 1)(-«2 - 27« + 10)£„_2     45 /»\        "I

+ M lUH + '
(3.12)        C„= [(T/2)"V'V(nl)>/*]£70;       5„ = [(T/2)1'V"/(»D1/,]iro;
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277+1     77* + 2»3 + 263»2 + 262» + 108
■[Uo =    1 +

8a1'2 2048a

.905

16384a3'2

6t76 + 15»4 + 1280»8 + 1905772 + 1778w + 572T-1'2

16384a3'2 J
(3.13)

T        2» + 1      »4 + 2»3 - 121772 - 122» - 84
Fo - I 1 - -

8a1'2 2048a

S»3 - 629«

16384a3'2

2»6 + 5»4 - 416»3 - 629«2 - 1162» - 476 T"1'2-+...J    ;
(3.14) [««(O, q)]/[ce0(r/2, q)]

= 2(2)1'2e-2(«>'/,( 1 +-+-4

V 16(a)1'2      256a

(3.15) [ce2(0, q)]/[ce2(W2, a)]

i/« / 1 29
= - 32(2a)1'2<r2<*> ' ( 1-h-+

H \        16(a)1'2      128a

(3.16) [ce^O, q)]/[ce{ (r/2, q)]

i,a / 3 45
= - 4(2)1'2<r2«'> ' [ 1 +-+-4

V 16(a)1'2      256a

(3.17) [cet(0,q)]/[ce{(T/2,q)]

3 4764 ... / 3
= — (2a)1'2e-2(«> "[ 1-■- +

3 V        16(a)1'216(a)1'2 128a

(3.18) [se{(0, q)]/[sei(ir/2, a)]

3 11

16(a)1'2 ~ 256a

(3.19) [seiiO, q)]/[se,ir/2, q)]

21 17

16(a)1'2 128a

(3.20) [sei(0,q)]/[se{(r/2, q)]

9 39

= 4(2a)1'V-2<«>1/,(l-T

= - 64(2)1'2ae-2«')1/2i 1-

V V        16(a)1'2

-8(2a)1/2e-2(«> l/,(l -

16(a)1'2      256a

(3.21)    [sei(0,q)]/[se¡(r/2, q)]

128 ... / 31 15=-(2)1'V-2(,)     I 1-+
3 \        16(a)1'2      128a
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Examples for 80°, 60°, and 30°

q = 36

cen(x, q) se„+i(*, q)

By (3.00)
-(3.13)

By Goldst.
Formula^)

Correct

Value

By (3.00)
-(3.13)

By Goldst.
Formula^)

Correct

Value

80
60
30

80
80
60

30

80
60
30

80
60
30

1.45392
.36115
.00470

1.20522
1.204566C)

.91749

.91683(»)

.02882
-.31080

1.3427
.1111

-1.0857

1.1049
.3079

1.4249

.35355

.00489
1.2290

.93535

.02807
-.31069

1.4267
.10631

-1.0410

1.2557
.3042

1.4538713
.3607440
.0049928

1.2044061

.9166781

.0275131
-.3106320

1.3403248
.1002516

-1.076387

1.0943113

.2749215

1.4539
.36006
.005271

1.2049
1.20448 (')

.91406

.916130

.02900
-.3112

1.3381
.1026

-1.0816

1.1008

.2683

1.4252

.35364

.004894
1.2317

.9374

.02812
-.31498

1.4401
.10728

-1.2504

1.2868
.31146

1.4538713
.36074400
.00499268

1.2044062

.9166782

.0275112
-.3106322

1.3403284
.1002262

-1.0767231

1.0944138
.2746626

(3) Using terms involving cj-"*.

(*) Based on formula (4.08), (4.09) of [4, p. xxvi], with normalization factors determined

from ce„(0, q) or se¿(0, q) by (3.14)—(3.21) of this paper.
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